HANDICRAFT ADEL MIX 15x15
TECHNICAL DATA
15cm x 15cm x 1.5-2cm (ca 43 pcs/m²) [5.91 x 5.91 x 0.59-0.79 in]
with joint width of 2 (to 3) mm [0.08-0.12 in] (as narrow as possible)
This is a new handmade natural product and hence the colour and size of the tiles within 1
batch and between several production batches may differ slightly.

For interior and exterior use.

This is a new unique handmade product that can only be manufactured in small volumes:
please order in time!
INSTALLING INSTRUCTIONS
- It is of major importance that the tiles are well mixed.
- The tiles can be installed jack-on-jack or in running bond.
- We recommend to keep a joint width of 2 (to 3) mm. The tiles are handmade, may
differ slightly in size and a good installation will require just a little more attention and
time.
- To be laid in white mortar bed or a thick glue of 1cm.
- It’s appropriate to double-glue the tiles, this means put glue on both the tile and the
underground.
- Joint colour: cream-beige. In case of doubt, you may ask the floor layer to perform a
sample before jointing the whole surface. We advise to apply a less constrasting joint.
- The joint can always be 1 mm deeper than the tiles, so not level with them. This will
keep the shape of the tiles visible whereas the joint remains less apparent.
- Before starting the jointing work, moisten the floor. Joint small surfaces at once and
sweep them off regularly in order to avoid cement grout film.
- When the tiles are completely dried out, clean the entire surface (with cement remover
when necessary) until all traces of cement are removed. When the floor is fully dry
again, please treat the surface with the impregnation product “Remmers Funcosil AG

-

impregnering” or “Lithofin Cotto Pre Wax”. Apply the product twice with a soft
painting roller, wet on wet. The product can foam slightly while you are applying it.
After treating the whole floor, please polish it with a clean cotton cloth until all stripes
have disappeared. Please only walk over the floor after 24 hours.
Weekly maintenance with a vacuum cleaner and a nourishing soap (Berdy Topbril or
Lithofin Wash & Clean) afterwards.
Enjoy the beautiful result now!

